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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.4.2-rev30
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.4.2-rev23
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This document provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently
to shipping Patch Release #2071.
31364 /opt/open-xchange/etc/autoconﬁg.properties is not marked as conﬁgﬁle
Missing software change request caused this trouble.
This has been ﬁxed by adding the ﬁle to the list of conﬁguration ﬁles.
31610 ImapIdlePushListener is running in a endless loop
Excessive invocations of ’ImapIdlePushListener.checkNewMail()’ that ﬂoods the log ﬁle(s) and keeps
CPU unnecessarily busy.
Introduced a rate limiter when checking for new mails allowing not more than one run per 5 seconds.
32820 Tasks - The warning message seen on writing a long subject is very generic and does
not mention the limit for characters
Translated error message missed the limitation.
Added limitation to all translations.
33254 Reordering of autoforward rule in mail ﬁlter should not be allowed
The sort functionality for autoforward and vacation notice has been disabled. A warning is displayed when the user tries to reorder these rules.
33374 NPE when adding external mail account
Missing null guard when outputting JSON account data.
This has been ﬁxed by checking for null prior to JSON conversion.
33396 ERRORs im groupware.log: MSG-0020 Categories=ERROR Message=’Invalid content
type value: ?windows-1252?q?application/pdf
Corrupt Content-Type caused a parsing error in turn making affected message unreadable for the
user.
Now try to recover from malformed Content-Type value like: “=?windows-1252?q?application/pdf;
name=”blatt8.pdf”
33402 Distribution lists cannot be printed
Now distribution lists can be printed. First io.ox/contacts//features/printList=list must be set in
appsuite.properties.
33412 Your proposed upload is smaller than the minimum allowed object size
For multipart uploads, the S3 API deﬁnes a minimum allowed size per uploaded part of 5MB. This
was not considered by the implementation.
33430 Mailﬁlter put action stop as ﬁrst action if other actions are added later, leaving a
broken ﬁlter rule
If there is a stop action, it is now always at the last position.
33446 Session obtained via TokenLogin can not autologin
Cookie open-xchange-session-... missing;There was no ”store” after ”action=tokens”.
Works now: Initial token-based login as well as subsequent auto-logins. Added a ”store” after ”action=tokens”.
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33478 Lots of expections after a context has been deleted
AttachmentCleaner started with a delay up to 60sec, in which the context was already deleted.
This has been ﬁxed by starting AttachmentCleaner without delay.
33522 Locked databases and failing updatetask ”MakeUUIDPrimaryForUserAttributeTable”
after updating to 7.6.0
Wrong table was referenced in SQL statement to prepare table ”user attribute” to have UUID as
primary key.
Fixed affected SQL statement to properly prepare that ”user attribute” table.
33622 Signature position is lost during import
Missing action during core updates and when manually importing signatures.
This has been ﬁxed by importing the positioning information.
33623 Browser title doesn’t blink any more
Added interval that implements a blink effect on document.title. Interval length is 1.5s.
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Tests

Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QA
lab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to a
staging or production environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

31364, 31610, 32820, 33254, 33374, 33396, 33402, 33412, 33430, 33446, 33478, 33522, 33622,
33623,
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